Before we continue, let us understand Englísh,<Spanísh,`;and Latín

words and what they mean legally and not what you assume they mean.
If you had attended an Indian school such as the one I attended
at Wahpeton, North Dakota and you were given 30 days to learn the English
language orbe beatento death and survived, then a language is a precise
system of communication because your life depended on it.
SECULAF. TREATIES has nothing to do with religion. It deals with
sciences in a culture or lifestyle. Without these SECULAR TREATIES with the Indians the Roman Catholic Church could never
have gone intovhnsiness to make the money they did which _ belongs to Indians.(SaeculumGeneration, age)
HERESY or HERETIC has nothing to do with religion. It deals
primarily with a particular philosophical system which is isolated as a sect.
ïNQUISITIONAn investigation, The proceedings and findings of a
jury of inquest.
In order to have a jury of inquest, you must have a court. The Roman Catholic Church created a COURT OF INQUISITION to
try and punish HERETICS. Remember? HERETIC had nothing to do with religion but what an individual know, understood, and
practiced. Because it was a philosophical system, it had to be a science.
Let us begin to piece together old history.
COLUMBUS, who was a Jew by his own admission, was born in Lisbon, Portugal in the Greaforian year of so he was citizen of
Portugal or a Portuguese. Now Portugal had been given the right to start .a trade route with the Indians of the Ame1^ica's because
of the treaties. The right to Commercewith the Indians. Columbus applied for this position by showing he could rrake this tnip
across the ß._T_LANTIS Seas because it was believed that connect1¢"had been made with the legendry ATLANTIS which was
rich with Gold,Silver‘.
Recorded history contradièts itself. Some scholurs state that Columbus spent the rnony the Portugal government gave him while
others state that Columbus was invited to visit Spain by Queen Isabella I between lL9O to lL9l. _ Ñ _ __ There was a small
problem. Queen Isabella did not have the Authority tosend Columbus to the America's because the Kingdom of Spain W85
shared with Moorish King esZaghal. »  Finally in the year lh9l, King Abdallah esZaghal a reed to sell his Kingdom to Queen
Isabella for 5 million maravedi%$l7,000,Q00) vv ....,.....,_._,_ _„_i rr He crossed over into Morocco and was arrested by King
Benimerín of ~Fez. who took his money and put out his eyes. Now King Benimerin was with the Otterman Empire. Zaghal was
made into a beggar but had to be kept alive in case any Indian .remember the treaties and then the world would have to produce
Zaghal.

